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Assembly Statement

Ecojustice, Growth and Hope
Every Crisis is a Window of Opportunity for Change
We write as the 98 participants – representing 22 countries – gathered at the European
Christian Environment Network’s (ECEN) 9th Assembly, held at the Mennorode Conference
Centre in Elspeet/Netherlands, Aug/Sept 2012. This took place under the theme of Ecojustice,
Growth and Hope, with contributions from churches of Protestant, Orthodox, and Roman
Catholic traditions, who also gathered to celebrate the beginning of this year's Creation Time
together.
We are living in a time of multiple crises: the world financial crisis has led to growing
problems in the real economy. Traditional growth (as measured by GDP) is no longer a viable
solution. Keeping the limits within planetary boundaries of the Earth are severely endangered.
The unequal access to resources has generated increasing injustice on the international level,
but also within nations and regions.
In this time of such crises our churches are challenged to be signs of hope:
 Christ has risen. With the women in the Easter morning, with the disciples
accompanied by his living presence, we experience that in Christ life has power over
death.
 We trust in Christ, who promises us life in all its fullness (John 10,10). His life is a
healing and transforming force not only for us but for all of Creation.
 In Christ God made peace (Colossians 1,20). Being the victim of violence in his
suffering on the cross, Jesus Christ is with all creatures suffering through our present
crises. His resurrection is their hope and our hope.
 Christ makes us the salt of the earth (Matthew 5,13). The life of Christ acts in our
community lives and our personal lives, in the courage of our churches’ public
witness, in our contributions to decisive and consequent political choices.
The necessity of changing our patterns, volumes and distribution of production and
consumption, and our life style, and the necessity of a transition to a sustainable and fair
society is widely recognized. Many individuals, many churches are engaged in this already.
We have the urgent feeling that this is not enough. More needs to be done, and that change is
not coming quickly enough to lead our societies on to the path that could be sustained in the
future.

Churches should be engaged in structural change together with others in society. We may use
our experiences with new and sustainable lifestyles to help to transform society at large, to
accelerate the transformation to an „economy of enough“, and an „economy of care“.
Churches can be witnesses and agents of change at the local level, because they can show an
example for the values of a sustainable economy such as justice, simplicity, humility, rhythm
of life, community building, faith, hope and love.
We recommend that churches and Christians take action in different ways:
 To participate in the work of the Transition Movement and to adopt Transition
patterns for their own lifestyles, and share these and similar initiatives within the local
community.
 To continue to take action on climate change as an important issue on their agenda.
 To support and take part in protection of biodiversity, to educate themselves and
others, and to save endangered species and habitats.
 To exchange and adopt new ideas regarding different schemes and measures in the
field of eco-management.
 To explore the riches of Christian theology that includes and respects the whole of
God's Creation.
Where there is action, hope grows more. Where there is hope, action must follow from it. As
Christians, we find hope in the resurrection, but we also experience the broken state of the
world. We believe that hubris as well as hopelessness and passive despair is against the will of
God. We need a new Exodus out of the bondage of economic growth and narrowly expressed
anthropocentric approach to theology. So that we may go into the future as one sacred
community of the whole of creation under the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
We therefore commit ourselves to greater attentiveness to the ways we live our lives. As our
ancestors have taught us: actions are the worldly signs of our hope, of our hope found in the
resurrected Christ, in whose name the nations will put their hope. (Mt 12,21)
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